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Abstract: 

Finite range distorted waves Born approximation calculations, which 

included recoil effects exactly, were performed for the reaction 

13 ( 3 6 10 . + . + C He, He) C lead~ng to the 0 , ground state and the 2 , 3.35 MeV 

state in 10c for a bombarding energy of 70.3 MeV. The results of the 

analysis showed that, contrary to the findings of a zero range DWBA 

study, this reaction can be interpreted as a direct cluster transfer 

to both of the final states in 10c. 

2. 
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I. Introduction 

Experiments reported by Kashy et a1.
1 ) measu~ed angular distributions 

for the reaction 13c( 3He, 6He)10c leading to the J7T=O+ , ground state and 

the J7T=2+ , 3.35 MeV state in 10c for a 70.3 MeV 3He beam. The experiments 

showed that both transitions, despite their low cross sections, were well 

resolved and displayed rather marked oscillatory structure indicative of 

a direct transfer reaction. The structures in the experimental differential 

cross sections for the two transitions were in phase at larger angles (25 -

43° em) and were out of phase at smaller angles ( 7 - 25° em). Furthermore, 

+ 10 at the forward· angles the observed strength to the 2 state in C was as 

much as 40 times greater than that to the 0+ state. In an attempt to 

describe these features of the data Kashy et al. performed distorted waves 

Born approximation calculations and in their analysis, to simplify the 

computations, these authors assumed that the interaction occuring in the 

expression for the DWBA transition matrix amplitude was of zero range. The 

results of the analysis showed a strong disagreement with experiment, part-

+ + icularly for the relative strengths of the transitions to the 0 and 2 

states, respectively, in 10c. It is not only this discrepancy,found in the 

previous analysis ,which provided the motivation for the present study but 

also consideration of features peculiar to three-neutron pick-up. In general, 

transfer reactions on light nuclei at energies of 10 MeV or more per nucleon 

are characterized by strong transitions which can be interpreted 2 ) as 

transfer of a spatially symmetric cluster [n] of the nucleons. A recent 

study of two-proton pick-up3 ) on lp-shell targets foUnd that symmetry [2] 
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transfer dominates and that symmetry [ll] is very weak eyen for states calc-

ulated to have large nuclear structure amplitudes for such transfer. Three

neutron pick-up offers an interesting test in that the Pauli principle for-

bids symmetry [3] clusters so that symmetry [21] is the most symmetric 

spatial state allowed. 

Kashy et al. concluded that nuclear structure considerations would not 

correct the discrepancy with experiment predicted by the zero-range DWBA 

analysis, and that the 13c( 3He, 6He)10c reaction mechanism is probably not 

direct transfer. In the present study a full finite range D\iBA analysis, 

which included recoil effects exactly, was performed and the results indicated 

that the reaction 13c( 3He, 6He)10c can be interpreted as a direct cluster 

transfer to both final states in 10c. 

II Theory 

In this section a schematic development of the theory is made to 

indicate the procedure for the present analysis. The notation is similar 

to that developed elsewhere4•5)and expressions are presented which 

emphasize the features specific to this reaction. 

In the pick-up reaction B(b,a)A the three transferred neutrons are 

assumed to be bound as a cluster to the nucleus b with orbital angular 
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momentum E and total angular momentum J, .and to the.nucleus A with orbital 
r~ • '. ' ! ~: !I ~ .... ..._ ' 

. angular momentum L and total angular momentUI!l J.: Fo~. the,. :r:e~<:!~~~n 
• . ' ~ . • • . ! . ; . ·, • 

13 ( 3 6 10 - . 10 . C_ . He, He) C J=l/2 and I, tpe sp~n of the final nucleus C ,_ 
"' !, ' •• ~ I I ' ' 

is 0 or 2. 

If j denotes the total angular m~mep.t~ of the cluste::> and ,Q ~~~ Q yhe 

number of oscillator quanta carried in the relative wave functions for the 

cluster bound to 10c. and 3He, respectively, then the cross section for the 
. '. ~ . . . ·. . ' t " . . 1 ~-.: -:~ ~ 

. k . 13 ( 3 6 )10 . . . . 
p~c 7up react~on. C He, He C, ~n the a9sence of sp~n~orb~t ~nteractions 

~ ....... ~.~- .• "' '-~. ·~ . .... ··.· 

in the optical model potentials, is given by_ 
. ) ~ "~ : '-(· •,.J,I 

~ ; ~ 

2 
dcr ).Ia J.lb k l I I >. . a . ' (l) -= BIJA. ej.l (~ ,~) d5'2 (27Th) 2 

~ 4 J;\J.i QLQL 

where the dependence of the cross section on•the kinematics of the reaction 

is contained in the factor 

l_ 
MM 

(2) 

and the dependence on the nuclear structure in the factor ... 
~,... < • 

'·\ , .... ~' . 

* = K I AJ (IjcQL)Al(jcQL)W(Ji:Lt-;LJ) 
jc I , ·. . 

(3) 
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where c refers to quantum numbers of the cluster other than its total 

* angular momentum. The factor K (where KK = 21..+1 ) is included here to keep 

to standard rtotation5) : it is clear that it cancels in Eq. (1). The Racah 

coefficient, W , exhibits the angular momentum couplings, and A is the 

"transferred" orbital angular momentum. 

The spectroscopic amplitudes, A , are defined 5) as coefficients in the 

expansion of the overlap integrals into internal and centre-of-mass (CM) 

functions for the transferred cluster. The integral over the internal coord

inates , ~3 , of 3He is 

1 1 

(~)2 ·I 
- * 0 '¥ 2 (~3)'¥ (~6)d~3 = 

l --
(jcQE)[cpjc(~ ) cl>QE(px3) l= l 

(2) 2 L_ A 2 ( 4) l X 
- X jcQL 2 

6 .· 
where ~6 and ~x are the internal coordinates of He and the cluster x, resp-

ectively,and px
3 

is the coordinate of CM motion of x about 3He. Thus the 

amplitude A is analogous to the fami.li.ar C$1/ 2 factor of single-nucleon 

transfer reactions. It is assumed that 6He is represented by a full Os 

level with two lp neutrons in a 1s state, and 3He is represented by Os 

nucleons in a spatially symmetric 2s state having the same oscillator canst-

6 
ant as He. Two quanta are thus contained in the transferred nucleons which 

have spat~al -symmetry [21] and total o;rbital angular m.onJ.entum equal to zero. 

In the expansion into internal and CM mot ion in Eq. (_4). the int erna,l orbital 
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angular moment-um must equal the CM quantity E; j equals E ± l/2, and the 

number of oscillator quanta in internal excitation plus the CM quantity Q 

must equal two. There are then only three contributing terms possible, one 

with two internal quanta in a 2s state with j=l/2, coupled to a OS function 

for the CM motion. The other two terms have one quantum in a lp state with 

j=l/2 or j=3/2, and a lP function for the CM motion. The spectroscopic 

amplitudes are given by 

= - [2(2j+l)J ~ 
3(21+1) 

since the nature of c is determined by the value of E. 

(5) 

From the {13c,10c) overlap expansion analogous to Eq. {4) only those 

terms are required wherein the internal wave fUnction of the three-neutron 

cluster is the same as it is in the He overlap. These will arise from 
------ ----------------

transfer of three lp-neutrons with spatial symmetry [21], orbital angular 

momentum Lp=l or 2 and spin equal to 1/2, i.e. P
112

, P
312

,n
312 

and n
512

. The 

13 10 spectroscopic amplitudes between the ground state of C and the C state 

with angular momentum I are given by 

A ( Ij cQL) = - . l 
[
13JQ/

2 

J 10 Lp 

1 

2 
( 2L + l ){ 2j + 1 ) 

1 

2 
X <'¥ 

p 

(6) 
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The next-to-last bracket is the parentage amplitude, which was computed from 

the wave functions of Cohen and Kurath6); values are given in Table I. The 

last bracket arises from the expansion of the orbital functions into internal 

and CM factors; values are given in Table II, together with the number of 

quanta, Q, and the orbital angular momentum, L, of the CM function. The 

dependence of the spectroscopic amplitudes on j, the total internal angular 

momentum of the cluster, is given explicitly in Eqs. (5) and (6). Therefore, 

the summation over j in Eq. (3) can be carried out using the orthogonality 

relationship of the Racah coefficients which 

= -Ko(L ,A)[ ~· 3Q l ! 
p 31+3/2 

x <1 (21) jcQL> 
p 

requires that L equals A; thus . p 

( 3 I ) 

Since the cross section is incoherent for summation over A, this property 

also holds for L . 
p 

The cross sections for the reaction can thus be expreased in terms of 

A. ( --) ( ) the B .QL,QL the form factor integrals of Eq. 2 , by inserting the 
l.l ' 

numerical values from Tables I and II. For the I=O ground state of 10c only 

J=l/2 with A=L =1 contributes, so the cross section is proportional to the 
p 

square of the first parentage amplitude of Table I, and the summation in · 

Eq. (1) becomes 



0 0 

o.7o5IIo.264S~(2D,lP)-o.236S~(2s,lP)+o.358B~(lP,os)l
2 

(7) 
l-1 

For the 3.35 MeV, I=2 state, there is a contribution with J=3/2 and X.=L =1 
p 

and also contributions for X.=L =2 with J=3/2 and J=5/2. Thus the summation 
p 

of Eq. (1) for this case becomes 

2 . 2 

I I I-- B2J. ,Bx.(QL,QL)I = (0.656+1.178) I ,0.354 B
2

(.2D,lP)I + 
JAlJ QLQL A jJ lJ jJ 

In a zero-range DWBA analysis only the B1 (1P,OS) integral is non
J..l 

vanishing 1 ) in Eqs. (7), (8). Since the difference in the DW integrals due 

to the excitation energy of the T=2 state is not expected to be great, the 

9. 

expected ratio of the cross sections is given approximately by the ratio of 

the squares of the spectroscopic factors 

0.295 

0.705 
= 0.418 

This feature was pointed out i.n ;ref. l), and the calcUlated value of that 

analysis disagreed strongly with the experimental ratio of about 4.5 for 

the cross sections integrated up to G = 45° (CM). However it is clear from 
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Eqs. (7) and (8) that if'the 13(2D,lP) integrals are larger than the S(lP,OS) 

integral, t·he calculation could be closer to the experimental result. Such 

a possibility is reasonable in a finite range DWBA calculation because the 

DW integrals not present in the zero-range case arise from the presence of 

more quanta in the CM motion of the transferred cluster. From transfer of 

alpha particles and tritons it is known 7 ) that transfer with the largest 

possible number of quanta in the CM motion is most important at the nuclear 

surface. The present analysis shows that this feature leads to a large 

difference between the finite range and zero-range DWBA calculations for 

l3c( 3He, 6He)loc. 

III Calculations and results 

Finite range DWBA calculations which included recoil effects exactly 

were performed with the code KUNDRY. Details of the code are given in Ref. 8 ); 

here, only those points relevant to the reaction under consideration,are 

summarized. 

The cluster wave functions were generated by varying the depth of a 

Woods-Saxon potential o;f radius l.25C1 / 3 ;fm, with C=3 or 10, and diffusenes-s 

0.65 ;fm, to reproduce the 3n separation energies. The separation energies 

were 21.55 MeV and 36.80 MeV respectively for 6He and 13c and for the latter 

the same separation energy is assumed for both transitions. The truncation 

radii for the cluster wave functions where typically of the order of 

r~~6.3 fm, and r~x~7.7 fm corresponding to the region where the magnitude 

of the cluster wave functions were of the order of 10-4. Using the relations 
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of ~ef. 8 ) the truncation radii for the double radial integrals evaluated in 

c . c 
KUNDRY were raA~7.9 fm and range 6rbB~4.8 fm, In contrast to typical single 

13 3 6 )10 c c . nucleon transfer reactions, the reaction C( He, He C has 2~rbB>raA,1.e. 

the transverse region(of the double radial integrals of the DWBA ) defined 

with only positive values of rbB allowed ) is broader than 

c 
the lateral region 0 to raA' Consequently, without significant losses in 

accuracy, in evaluating the double radial integrals the squares which have the 

48 point quadrature 8 ) are approximately 2 x 2 fm. The two dimensional form 

factors of the double radial integrals, containing the respective overlaps, 

need only to be evaluated once. Subsequent calculation of the DWBA amplitudes 

for different optical model parameters (OM) required only the evaluation of 

the double radial integrals, computation of the transition matrix amplitudes, 

their summation, and formation of the cross section. The computation times 

for this stage of the calculation were approximately 2.8 and 8.5 seconds for 

the 0 + and 2 + transitions, respecti ve!ly. These rapid computation times made 

possible an extensive analysis of the dependence of the DWBA cross sections 

on the choice of OM parameters, particularly for the 
6

He+
10c channel. This 

was necessitated by the lack of elastic scattering data for 3He on 13c at 

70 MeV bombarding energy and because it is not possible to obtain elastic 

scattering data for 6He on 10c at the two energies corresponding to the 

two different. trans.i tions in the reaction under study. Initially a sequence 

of 14 DWBA calculations were performed for both transitions using identical OM 

parameters for both channels. The par~ete~s used were taken from the lite

rature9-l5 ). A review of these calcUlations revealed that the most promising 

results for both transitions came from using the OM parameters of the system 



nearest in energy, i.e. elastic scattering of 4He .on 12c at 56 Meyl 5). The 

results for the parameter sets A,B,C and D of Gaillard et al. showed that 

12. 

set A yielded cross sections which bore no resemblance to the data whatever, 

whereas, to varying degrees, sets B,C and D were more successful. Of the 

latter three sets, C was the most promising and was used as the basis for 

extensive grid searches on the DWBA calculations to determine the optimum 

parameters. For the ground state transition a large number of DWBA calcula-

tions were performed in the grid searches varying the OM parameters away 

from parameter set C of Gaillard et al. In the 3He + 13c channel the strength 

of the real potential was decreased from 152 MeV to 125 MeV (a trend expe

cted with increasing bombarding energy of 3He), and the strength of the 

imaginary potential was decreased from 28 MeV to 20 MeV. For the 6He + 
10c 

channel both the real and imaginary parts of the interaction were made 

considerably stronger. The OM parameters determined for the ground state 

transition are given in Table III, and the corresponding cross section is 

shown in Fig. 1. The predicted shape and magnitude are reasonably close 

to experiment for the ground state cross section. Also shown in Fig. 1 

is the cross section calculated for the 2+ transition with the same OM 

parameters. Above 25° the 2+ cross section also resembles experiment,but 

while the calculation differs from that for the ground state at forward 

angles, the nascent peak is much too small. Nevertheless the ratio of 

integrated cross sections is about 2.7, much larger than the zero range 

result of 0.4 . 

It is also possible to fit the shape and magnitude of the 2+ cross 

section by changing the OM potential of the 6He + 10c channel, and the result 
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is. shown in Fig. 2 for the parameters in the last line of Table III. Since the 

energy of the outgoing 6He differs in the 0+ and 2+ cases such a treatment is 

not unreasonable as the OM parameters would be expected to differ. Further-

more the DWBA calculations showed that it was not possible to fit both 

shapes and magnitudes for the two transitions with the same OM parameters 

in the 6He + 10c channel. However the grid searches did reveal that the OM 

. . 6 10 
parameters for the He + · C channel lay in the range spanned by the two 

parameter sets shown in Table III. 

In Fig. 2 two additional curves are shown - these are the contributions 

to the 13c( 3He, 6He)10c (2+) cross section corresponding to the two values, 

l and 2, of A, the transferred orbital angular momentum. It is clear that 

the A=2 contribution, corresponding to the 13~(2D,lP) term of Eq.(8} dominates 

the 2+ cross section and gives rise to the difference between the 0+ and 2+ 

cross sections in the finite range DWBA predictions. 
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IV Conclusions 

Finite range DWBA calculations, which included recoil effects exactly, 

were performed for the reaction 13c( 3He, 6He)10c at 70 MeV, assuming trans

fer of a three-neutron cluster to the 0+, ground state and 2+, 3.35 MeV 

state in 10c. After some· searching on the relatively unknown optical model 

parameters it was possible to obtain a satisfactory description of the 

qualitative features of the observed cross section shapes and magnitudes 

. 6 10 
for the two transitions with different OM parameters for the He + C 

channel. In view of the approximations made in the calculation, e.g. the 

interaction of the three-neutron cluster with 3He depends only on the rel-

ative coordinate, the degree of agreement with experiment is quite satisfactory. 

These results are in contradiction to those obtained with the DWBA 

in the zero range approximation. In particular, an important result of the 

present analysis is that the ratio of the integrated cross sections, 

cr(2+)/cr(O+), is calculated to be of the order of 2 to 3 even when the same 

6 10 set of OM parameters is used for the He + C channel in both transitions. 

This ratio differs substantially from the value of 0.4 given by the DWBA 

in the zero range approximation, and is also much closer to experiment. The 

difference arises because the transition amplitudes present in the zero 

range DWBA calculation play only a minor role in the finite range case. 

In the present calculations it is other transition amplitudes which dominate, 

namely, those corresponding to more oscillator quanta in the CM motion. 

The preference for transfer to the I=2 state in the calculation arises from 

the dominance of transfer with orbital angular momentum A. equal to two, a 
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term that is absent in the zero range DWBA. 

The present finite range DWBA analysis shows that the reaction 

13c( 3He, 6He)10c can be · t t d d' b d' t l t 1n erpre e as procee 1ng · y 1rec c us er 

transfer to both the 0+, ground state and the 2+, 3.35 MeV state in 10c. 

All the finite range DWBA calculations reported in this study 

were performed at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory computer centre. 
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TABLE I. Parentage and 8lllpli tudes between the 

13c ground state and states I of 10c. 

I J L 
p 

0 1/2 1 

2 3/2 1 

2 3/2 2 

2 5/2 2 

Parentage Amplitude 

+0.8396 

-0.5430 

-0.8102 

+1. 0854 

17. 



TABLE II. Expansion coefficients for (lp) 3 of 

carbon into cluster, c , and CM function QL. 

L c-+L QL 
p 

l 0 lP 

l l 2S 

l l 2D 

2 l 2]) 

<L [2l]jcQL> 
p 

-2/9 

+2/9 

-1519 

+v'f5/l5 

18. 
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. 13 3 6 10 TABLE III. Opt~cal model parameters for C( He, He) C 

r 
v 

a v 
v r 

wv 
a 
wv 

w 
v 

r 
c 

(MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) ( fm) 

57.07 1.240 0.6650 125.0 1.240 0.6400 20.00 1.260 

6He + 10c(O+) 41.82 1.650 0.9500 175.0 1.400 0.6400 35.00 1.260 

(2+) 38.47 l.46o 0.7300 195.0 l.46o o.64oo 50.00 1.260 

The potential has the form C-Vg(v)-iW g(wv), where 
v 

g(x)={l+exp[ (r-r A1/ 3 )/a ]}-l ,C is the Coulomb potential 
X X 

for a uniformly charged sphere of radius r A113 and A=l3 
c 

and lO,respectively,for the initial and final channels. 

19. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig.l Exact finite range DWBA calculations for the reaction 13c( 3He,
6

He)
10c 

for a 70.3 MeV 3He beam. The upper curve is the transition to the 0+ ground 

state in 10c, and the lower curve the transition to the 2+, 3.35 MeV state 

in ~0c for the same set of optical model parameters in the 6He + 10c channel 

( the parameters are those given in the second line of Table III). The data 

. 1) 
are those of Ref. . 

I 
. 13 3 6 10 Fig.2 Exact finite range DWBA calculations for the reactJ.On C( He, He) C 

1 d . t 2+ v . 1 0 3 ea lng o the , 3.35 Me state ln C for a 70.3 MeV He beam. The optical 

model parameters for the 6He + 10c channel are given in the third line of 

Table III. The broken curve is the .A=2 component of the cross section and the 

dashed-and-dotted curve is the .A=l component. The final cross section is the 

1) unbroken curve. The data are those of Ref. . 
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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Energy Research and Development Administration, nor any of 
their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors, or 
their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes 
any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness 
or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights. 
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